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Pleasant Hill Goshen Fire & Rescue 

Pleasant Hill Rural Fire Protection District 

Goshen Rural Fire Protection District 

Joint Board Work Session in Person/Zoom Meeting 

February 1, 2022 

 

Call to Order 

The hybrid Joint Board Work Session was called to order at 5:30 p.m. by Fire Authority Board President 

Willie Bronson. 

 

Attendance: 

Pleasant Hill Board Members: President Terry McDiarmid via zoom, Vice President Todd 

Anderson via zoom, Secretary/Treasurer Rhett Green via zoom, Board Member Darrell 

Shoemaker via zoom. Absent: Board Member Kevin Flory. 

Goshen Board Members: President Willie Bronson, Vice President Rose Reinertson via zoom, 

Secretary/Treasurer Cameron Saxon, and Board Member Tom McClellan. 

Pleasant Hill Goshen Fire & Rescue Board Members: President Willie Bronson, Vice President 

Terry McDiarmid via zoom, Secretary/Treasurer Tom McClellan, and Board Member Darrell 

Shoemaker via zoom. 

Staff and Volunteers: Fire Chief Andrew Smith. 

Guests: Liz Loomis, Bob Schutte, GT Miller, Jo Schutte via zoom, and Cliff Schutte via zoom. 

 

The work session was held to introduce Liz Loomis, a public affairs consultant, to the board. Liz 

Loomis began her presentation by introducing herself and her assistant A.J. Chippendale, who 

was not able to attend this meeting. Liz Loomis applauded the boards for thinking this through 

and taking the time to provide as much information to the public as possible. Liz Loomis 

explained that she is responsible for all the messaging strategy and then A.J. produces it. A.J. 

also designs and takes care of a lot of the client coordination.  

 

Liz Loomis said that the focus of their firm is for strategic communication services for local 

governments, like fire departments. Their firm is brought in to help an organization 

communicate thoroughly and objectively, as well as assist with ballot measures. Their main 

focus is helping local governments improve communication with their communities. Liz and A.J. 

have a 96% win-record for the projects, related to ballot measures, that they take. Liz Loomis 
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explained that they like to interview the potential clients, just as we interview them to see if it 

is going to be a good fit. Liz Loomis shared that she was impressed with the thoroughness of 

our inquiry.  

 

Some examples of what they offer are a communications department, like prevention 

education, running a website, and newsletters. She believes that voters are smart and if voters 

are presented with the facts, they will make the right decision. Liz Loomis and A.J. also assist 

with crisis communication. 

 

There are three phases in their project approach. Phase 1 – Groundwork (~1.5 Months), Phase 2 

– Core Material (~1.5 Months), Phase 3 – Plan Implementation (~9 Months). They do thorough 

and in-depth data gathering to create the material and key message. They will draft the 

communications plan, train the spokespeople, and start coalition building. They like to use 

other sources, like the chambers of commerce newsletters, to further share factual 

information. 

 

It is absolutely essential to have everyone on the same page.  Liz Loomis explained the process 

of building the foundation for all communication with the public and the media. The message 

includes: 1. Who you are and what you do. 2. Why you are deserving. 3. Challenges to service. 

4. Solutions, benefits, impacts to taxpayers. 5. Contingency plan/consequences.  

 

At Phase 3 Liz and A.J. implement the plan and then also provide post-election communication 

so that the organization has assistance after the election.  

 

Liz Loomis shared that in the state of Oregon local governments are allowed to produce one 

piece of fact-based mail. They would have the mailers coincide with when ballots are in the 

mail. Other strategies and tactics for message delivery is paid communications (i.e., direct mail), 

earned media (i.e., media releases and letters to the editor), social media (Facebook), owned 

media (i.e., website), and public outreach (i.e., townhall). Liz Loomis shared the importance of 

public outreach for this project. She explained that the first step is when the board decides the 

resolution to be on the ballot. Then they would do news releases, update the website, use 

social media to invite people and try to get them to attend. She shared that it’s not necessarily 

about the number of people who show up, as much as it’s about the public wanting to be 

asked. This helps promote transparency and patrons will appreciate being asked. The second 

public outreach is closer to when ballots go out when patrons have questions.  

 

Liz Loomis then covered “How We Get it Done.”  They facilitate these projects by creating a 

small communications group, which includes a member or two from the public, a couple board 

members, the Fire Chief, and anyone he wants to include. She thinks its critical to have a 

community member in this process. They then develop, design, and secure approval for 

material content and get them out. Liz Loomis can coordinate the production and dissemination 
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of the material if the organization would like. In addition, they provide 24/7 public relation 

assistance for issues independent of the ballot measure.  

 

Liz Loomis shared a few references with different annexation and merger projects they have 

worked on. She shared that an average 12-month project costs on average, $60K-$72K.  

 

Todd Anderson asked Liz Loomis to elaborate on why she felt a merger was her 

recommendation for our organization. Liz Loomis explained that she thinks we need to 

communicate to the patrons that this is going to be a 3-step process, so they understand that 

it’s going to be a multi-step request and there will be no surprises. She suggests they merge and 

equalized the tax levy rates between the two districts at the lower rate, $1.39. Then fund some 

sort of usable facility for volunteer firefighters to live and respond from in Pleasant Hill, like a 

trailer. With the goal of getting to the point where the community realizes that the new station 

is needed.  

 
Liz Loomis shared that another reason she felt the merger was a great first step was because historically 

Goshen seems to be more supporting of requests we ask of them, and Pleasant Hill historically does not. 

Once the merger is established Goshen’s additional votes can help balance them out and can help 

support a yes vote for the bond needed for the new fire station and future operation levies.  

 

Chief Smith asked Liz to explain what she perceives as a reasonable tax rate increase is from her 

experience. She replied that it depends on the situation, community, and median home values. She 

shared that in general it has been between .25 to .39 cents that she typically works with. Several years 

before Covid-19 she passed a .75 cents bond increase. 

 

Terry McDiarmid asked if they did the merger, when could they go back out for the bond? Liz shared 

that it could be done at the next election, if you tell them it is coming. Her next suggestion was that if 

there was a trailer at Pleasant Hill that housed responding volunteer firefighters, then we might want to 

wait a few years to see what the response times are and if they are improving. In that case, she would 

suggest maybe waiting 1- 2 years.  

 

Chief Smith replied that one of the challenges that we face is that the Pleasant Hill Fire station need has 

increasingly become imminent and that it does not have years left in it. He went on the explain that the 

board’s direction to wrap this all up in one measure, is because the fire station is a pretty large carrot in 

the public and also a clear need. The board has concerns about pushing the construction out and not 

addressing that need. Liz Loomis replied that the merger could happen year one, the fire station year 

two, and the operations levy the third year. 
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Todd Anderson asked if part of her service includes keeping us compliant with all of Oregon 

rules and laws. Liz Loomis replied that she loved hearing that question because it shows that we 

are an accountable transparent board and that yes, she would keep us within the laws.  

 

Rose Reinertson shared that she is concerned with doing a merger and the tax rate going down 

so low. Rose explained that she does not mind paying $1.72 and even up until last year they 

were paying .50 cents more due to a levy they paid off. Liz Loomis replied that she has not gone 

over the budget with a fine-tooth comb and honestly is not qualified to do it.  

 

Chief Smith recapped that this work session was to meet with Liz Loomis and understand what 

she can offer us. Chief Smith recommends that the board think about the options and 

suggestions that were presented tonight. He expressed that Liz Loomis has been the most 

responsive and reliable consultant.  She has promptly answered questions and provided 

proposals. Chief Smith mention that the questions we need to answer are how soon and what 

steps do we want/need to take to get to the level of service goals. Also what is the likelihood of 

getting voters support and making sure we get to that successfully. 

 

Liz Loomis added that this is what she loves about emergency service clients.  That they see 

where the holes exist in the system and actively try to do the right thing. She shared that that is 

where they come in to try and support their clients through communicating their concerns, 

challenges, and propose solutions. 

 

Todd Anderson asked Liz what the difference is between merger and going for a bond and the 

number of public meetings needed to address the two. Liz replied that it would be the same 

and depend on how much support you have. She said it is really important to make yourself as 

accessible as possible and available to answer any questions that might come up. 

 

Willie Bronson asked if you could have a merger and a bond measure on the same ballot and Liz 

did not recommend that. Liz emphasized that they still need to keep in mind what tax increase 

an average taxpayer is able to handle.  

 

Terry McDiarmid asked if it was feasible to ask for a merger and then in 6 months ask for a fire station 

bond? Liz said she cannot answer that because she would have to see how people voted on the merger. 

Sometimes giving them a break each year is preferred instead of pushing measures at them. Terry 

McDiarmid explained that he thinks the Pleasant Hill voters would support a new fire station and that, 

like Chief Smith said, the station does not have a whole lot of life left. Terry McDiarmid’s main concern is 

the time frame. With a merged district we are going to be hurting for money for a year.  

 

Liz Loomis shared that it is important to involve the community in the planning process of the fire 

station and in her experience, it takes 2-3 years to break ground. Liz Loomis still stands behind that 

$1.99 is a huge ask. With her experience in politics, the people who are mad show up and she feels that 
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we do not want to over ask. Willie Bronson said that the Goshen voters can be reminded that they were 

paying $2.22 recently. Liz understands that Goshen patrons can stomach higher taxes and you can 

educate them that they will be paying less than they previously were. Liz Loomis explains that you have 

to bring Pleasant Hill along and the larger the tax increase for them, the more that no vote is going to 

grow. If the patrons of Pleasant Hill and Goshen agree to merge, then the Goshen patrons who are 

willing to pay more taxes will help carry the yes vote of the fire station bond to improve services. 

 

Chief Smith wrapped up the meeting asking the board to think about what was discussed, ask him any 

questions that come up, and be prepared to discuss this topic at next week’s work session. Then we can 

talk about pros and cons moving forward with the hopes of making some decision.  

 
 

Willie Bronson adjourned the meeting at 6:33 p.m. 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Haley Meshnik 

Recording Secretary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


